Wiscosin Lakeshore Communities Struggle with Low Water Levels
By Dan Egan
Dec. 29, 2012 - As Lake Michigan plunges toward uncharted low water levels, Wisconsin's lakeshore communities - from Milwaukee to the tip of the Door Peninsula - are scrambling to cope.  At the Milwaukee Yacht Club, a dredging crane scooped up tons of sediment in the days before Christmas just so boats could be removed from the harbor before winter set in.  At Milwaukee's South Shore Yacht Club, the docks are now closer to catwalks, towering seven feet out of the water.
On Washington Island in far northern Door County, crews are scrambling from dawn until dusk to clear a path to an auxiliary dock so an ice-breaking ferry can keep hauling trucks loaded with critical materials, like fuel, to the island of about 700 permanent residents, separated from the mainland by the historically treacherous waters of Death's Door.  "There is a lot of drama, but we're working through it and trying not to panic," Hoyt Purinton, president of the Washington Island Ferry Line, said during a phone interview Thursday over the rumble of dredging machinery.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers tracks lake levels from monitoring gauges placed all around Lakes Michigan and Huron, which are actually two lobes of one large lake connected at the Straits of Mackinac.
"The original forecast for December called for us to tie the record low for December, but with the current trends, though we have a few days left in the month, it looks like we'll set a new record low by a centimeter or two," Keith Kompoltowicz, chief of the Army Corps' watershed hydrology branch for the agency's district, said last week.
While water levels are tracked daily, records are based on monthly averages.  The all-time record low was set in March 1964 at 175.58 meters, a number that reflects the lakes' surface level in relation to sea level.  The daily level recorded last Thursday was 175.59 meters - just below the monthly record for December and only a centimeter off the all-time low in spring 1964.
"It's very scary," said dock builder and dredger Mike Kahr of Death's Door Marine Inc.  "I'm working 7 days a week trying to get caught up here, and I'll never get to everyone that needs to be taken care of.  Winter's closing in, and it's not good."
Lake Levels Swing
Lake levels typically swing by about a foot in any given year, hitting their low in early spring before peaking in midsummer and dropping off through the fall and winter.  They also swing by several feet over the course of years.  The all-time monthly high, set in October 1986, was just a bit more than 6 feet above the monthly all-time low of 1964.
Warm, dry weather patterns are a big reason for the steep decline in water levels over the past year (Lake Michigan was almost a foot and a half higher 12 months ago), but human meddling with the lakes' hydrology has also had a significant long-term impact.  The St. Clair River, which runs between Michigan and Ontario, is the primary outflow for Lakes Michigan and Huron, and it has been heavily dredged over the past century.  Like opening a drain in a bathtub, that has increased the amount of water tumbling out of the lakes, into Lake Erie, over Niagara Falls and out to the Atlantic Ocean.  The Army Corps has long acknowledged that mining and dredging in the St. Clair dropped the lakes' long-term average by about 16 inches, though a recent study funded by the U.S. and Canadian governments revealed that unexpected erosion since the last big dredging project dropped the lakes an additional 3-5 inches.  That means the lakes today - or any day - are about 21 inches lower than they would be if the St. Clair had been left alone.
Conservation groups, as well as a group representing the region's mayors, have called on the U.S. and Canadian governments to explore some sort of remediation project on the St. Clair, to restore the river to more natural flows and gradually raise lake levels.  The idea is not supported by everyone, particularly those who live in erosion-prone areas, who fear such a project could exacerbate those problems if the lakes approach record high levels again.
Just a Tip of the Problem
But few today are thinking about high water.  Randy Holm, the manager for Rock Island State Park, a densely forested island just to the northeast of Washington Island, joked last week that his park might be in jeopardy of losing its name.  That's because it's no longer an island unto itself - the receding water has left a swath of cobble between it and Washington Island that on calm days allows people to walk between the two without getting their feet wet.  "If we put a load of gravel on it, it would be like a township road," said Holm, who nevertheless cautioned against taking the walk, because wind and air pressure can cause treacherous surges in the local water level.
Holm said the state dock on Washington Island used by visitors to Rock Island will be useless this summer if something doesn't change, though there is an alternate dock available.  He said this is just the tip of a problem that spreads all the way down the Door Peninsula.  "There are lots of marinas and lots of boat ramps and lots of harbors up and down both sides of Door County that are in the same water that we are, or out of the same water," Holm said.  "There are lots of docks that don't reach the water anymore."
South Shore Yacht Club commodore David Wehnes said a sandbar is emerging along the break wall south of downtown Milwaukee, and last summer boaters not familiar with the area were regularly getting stuck.  He's says dredging is going to have to happen at some point.  "I don't think the water is going to come back the way it was," he said as he looked at the docks that were built with the high water of the mid-1980s in mind.
The Army Corps is expected to release a 6-month forecast in the coming days, though the 6-month forecast released in November was already calling for levels to continue to decline at least through January.
The agency reported earlier this month that the Michigan and Huron basin received only 32% of its average precipitation for November and 87% of its average for the past year.
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